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Note that beginning with the year 2004, the format of this list has been revised to include faculty and associate instructors. For a list of faculty and associate instructors of years prior to 2004, please see our website at http://www.indiana.edu/~iugfs/.
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List of Student Names

2000
This student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2000, and includes Option I, Option II, and G329.

G429 - Option I
Adam Burstein – Tufts
Dan Capps – Indiana University
Christopher Crosby - Whitman
Heather Davidson - Case Western Reserve
Allison Forrest - University of Rhode Island
John Godchaux - Trinity
Stephen Hnat - University of Vermont
Adrian Hughes - Towson University
Joe Kopera - Towson University
Ginger Korinek - Indiana State
Paul Lester - Indiana University
Whitney Littleton - University of Northern Colorado
Andrew McCarthy - Grand Valley State
John Morris - Indiana State
Alicia Musselman - Bloomsburg University
Marieke Neisingh - University of Rhode Island
Dan Nelson - Hampshire College
Adam Odnert - California, Berkeley
Caetlin Ofiesh – Amherst
L. Branson Phillips - Indiana State
Janice Poling - Case Western Reserve
Kyle Roberts - Case Western Reserve
Natalie Uschner – Indiana University

G429 - Option II
Elyse Apicello - Castleton State
Alex Bartholomew - Union College
Melissa Berke - Oberlin
Sarah Blair - University of Tulsa
Matthew Cavas - Ohio University
Laura Christie - Ohio University
Ginny Clark - Syracuse
Chris Edwards - Ohio University
Heather Freeman - University of Cincinnati
Elizabeth Garver - Wayne State
Natalie Givens - Southern Methodist University
Stanley Golaski - Indiana University
Marylea Hart - Furman
Brian Howard – Indiana University
Dawn Ison - University of Southern Indiana
Catherine Jamet - Dickinson College
Frances Knapczyk - Indiana University

Kelly Lechantski - Purdue
Elizabeth Leslie - Hobart/William Smith L. Colleges
Naomi Levin - Stanford
Daniel Miksich – Indiana University
Didier (Joe) Musing – Wittenberg
Betsy Pearson - Washington University
Elizabet Pitts - Ohio University
Jason Price - University of the South
Natasha Richmond - Washington University
Kathleen Roberts - Castleton State
Marcia Rosenstein - Syracuse
Megan Sandelin - Castleton State
Kelly Sanders - University of Southern Indiana
Kathleen Scheiderich - University of Rochester
Sarah Shoemaker - Union College
Michael Shultz - Ohio University
Andrei Sinitsin - Amherst
Margret Smart - University of Cincinnati
Aaron Spencer - University of Cincinnati
Nicholas Staller - Indiana University
Matthew Tessitore - University of Rhode Island
Dale Trimpe - Georgia State
Starre Vartan - Syracuse
Kurt Wald - Boise State
Brant Wilson - Tufts
Lorna Wilson - St. Mary's University
Melissa Yenko - Boise State

G329
Julia Angstmann - Indiana University
James Boswell - Indiana University
Sarah (Katie) Gooden - Indiana University
Laurence Hawkes - Indiana University
Jordan Mandel - Indiana University
Cory McWilliams - Indiana University
Amanda Porfidio - Indiana University
Patricia Renton - Indiana University
Christopher Schnell - Indiana University
Sarah Slayton - Indiana University
Stella Stadtherr - Wesleyan University
Christopher Swan - Indiana University
Eric Zell - Indiana University
List of Student Names

2001
This student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2001, and includes G429 (one session was run) and G329.

G429
Phil Anderson - Carleton College
Miriam Attenoukon - Indiana University
Treasure Bailley - University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Bud Barnhouse - Indiana University Ft. Wayne
Warren Bigelow - Indiana University
Amy Borcherding - Indiana University
John Boulanger - University of Pittsburgh
Jen Cadran - Tufts
Laura Clor - College of Wooster
Mary Jane Coombs - Whitman College
Siobhan Corish - Stanford
Tom Damassa - Tufts
Danny FitzGerald - Louisiana Tech
Micah Foust - Indiana University
Mellissa Gibson - Indiana University
Darr Halstead - Florida International University
Laurie Hawkes - Indiana University
Matt Heumann - University of Pittsburgh
Raycine Hodo - Smith
Lisa Holland - University of Minnesota, Morris
Addie Rose Holland - Tufts
Russell House - Indiana University
Candace Kairries - University of Pittsburgh
Bob Kervin - Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Joshua King - Keene State College
Nick Krauss - Indiana University
Isaac Larsen - Carleton College
Lana Ledlow - Louisiana Tech
Mike McKendry - Indiana University
Joey Minervini - University of Pittsburgh
Andy Moses - University of Minnesota, Morris
Bridget Mulvey - Indiana University
Keri Murch - University of the Pacific
Glenn Mutti - Earlham College
Clea Paine - Smith
Emily Read - Boston University
Eric Rothwell - Boise State
Sean Ruddock - University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Laura Sage - Grand Valley State University
John Sanford - Montana State
Curt Seelen - University of Minnesota, Morris
Catrina Shackles - Florida International University
Neil Sharp - Indiana University
Zac Simpkins - Indiana University
Laura Solomonson - University of Minnesota, Morris
Heather Stephan - Muskingum College
Julia Suh (Julia Frank) - University of Maryland
Michael Sullivan - University of California, Santa Cruz
Will Tackaberry - Colby College
Daniel Thompson - University of Minnesota, Morris
Brett Tipple - Indiana University
Mindy Sue Vogel - University of Minnesota, Morris
Jud Walker - Texas Christian University
Easte Warnick - University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Jenny Watters - Indiana University
Neil Whitmer - Indiana University
Emily Williams – Indiana University
Christine Witkowski - University of Connecticut

G329
Bryan Beeler - Indiana University
Kim Brandstetter - Indiana University
Sarah Butler - Indiana University
Rehanna Chaudhri - Wesleyan University
Joshua Creasser - Indiana University
Rachel Elliott - Indiana University
Nicolette Gaskill - Indiana University
Amar Gopalan - Indiana University
Jenny He - Wesleyan University
Beth Johnson - Augustana College
Jamie Laidlaw - Middlebury College
Brandon Litherland - Indiana University
Scott McCammon - Indiana University
Mikki Osterloo - Indiana University
Chrissy Pruett - Indiana University
Jeff Pfister - Indiana University
Lesley Stout - Indiana University
Mark Unger - Wesleyan University
Nick Voakes - Indiana University
Kyle Waldron - Indiana University
Melissa Weir - Indiana University
Katie Wolff - Bryn Mawr
List of Student Names

2002

This student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2002, and includes G429 (one session was run) and G329.

G429
Maryann Ashworth - SUNY ESF
Heather Ballantyne - Tufts University
J. Brian Blata - Indiana University
Eleanor Bates - Duke University
Sean Birt - Boise State University
Philip Bodanza - Purdue University
Jeffrey Bruesewitz - University of Wisconsin, River Falls
Antonio Buono - Indiana University
Robert Burns - Cal. State - Sacramento
Jennifer Bush - Indiana University
Christine Casey - University of Minnesota, Morris
Caitlin Chazen - Smith College
Jessica Cochrane - Tufts University
Michael Cooper - Indiana University
Joseph Denny - University of Minnesota, Morris
Laura Duncan - Virginia Tech
Jonathan Ebnet - University of Minnesota, Morris
Douglas Emig - Indiana University
Travis Erny - University of Southern Indiana
Brian Fribley - University of Southern Indiana
Yann Gavillot - University of Arizona
Andrew Gilman - Indiana University
Tamara Goldin - Tulane & University of Edinburgh
Paula Gray - IUPUI
Joshua Green - Indiana University
Kate House - Indiana University
Robert Hoverman - IU-PU Ft. Wayne
Tai Hubbard - Indiana University
Laurie Huff - Indiana University
Joanna Jakobczak - Indiana University
Sarah Johnston - Union College
Ryan Jones - University of Southern Indiana
Nicholas Kaufman - IUPUI
Jake Keeler - Brown University
Peter Kelly - Northeastern University
Marlo Kirby - Indiana University
Collin Kopitzke - University of Minnesota, Morris
Amy LeFebvre - University of Minnesota, Morris
Melissa LeTourneau – Indiana University
Cory McWilliams – Indiana University
Justin Miller - St. Cloud State University
Kurt Nelson - University of Minnesota, Morris
Mikki Osterloo - Indiana University
Kathleen Poole - Centenary College of Louisiana
John Radonich - University of California, Berkeley
Julie Retrum - University of Minnesota, Morris
Rebecca Riall - Indiana University
Jill Richard - Mt. Holyoke College
Neelambari Save - Indiana University
Casey Sensequa - Montana State University
Allyson Shaidnagle – Indiana University
Andrew Smith - Indiana University
Kevin Smith - University of Pittsburgh, Johnstown
Randall Smith - Indiana University
Paul Stumpner - Indiana University
Michelle Southerland - University of Southern California
Joshua Teves - University of California, Berkeley
Melissa Turner - Bucknell University
Victoria Walker - California State, Sacramento
Aaron Wood - Indiana University
Andrew Woodhall - St. Louis University
Russell Young - Centenary College of Louisiana

G329
Kevin Allison – Indiana University
Richard Bieterman - Indiana University
Benjamin Derrick - Indiana University
Elizabeth Drake - Indiana University
Amy Gomberg - Wesleyan University
Matthew Griles - Indiana University
Megan Hill - Indiana University
Laurette Krause - Kent State University
Anna Makowski - Indiana University
Elizabeth Porter - Indiana University
Leslie Renz - Indiana University
Genevieve Ryann - Indiana University
Rebecca Utey - Indiana University
Angie Vetter – Indiana University
List of Student Names

2003
This student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2003, and includes G429 and G329.

G429
Brian Adkins – Grand Valley State University
Erika Amir-Denton – Tufts University
Nathan Boersma – Grand Valley State University
Leah Bolivar – Indiana University-Purdue University
Benjamin Brehmer – University of Minnesota, Morris
Margo Burton – Whitman College
Rachel Clennon – Tulane University
Erin Doak – Appalachian State University
Eric Donaldson – Whitman College
Leslie Drozen – Indiana University
Anna Durkee – University of Minnesota, Morris
Scott Ellingson – University of Minnesota, Morris
Gena Elpers – University of Southern Indiana
Matthew Fe y – SUNY New Paltz
Darren Ficklin – Indiana University
Chad Flannagan – Ohio University
Christina Brianne Foster – California State, Sacramento
Ryan Gold – Whitman College
John David Gram – Ohio University
Dustin Graves – University of Southern Indiana
Beverly Griffin – University of Southern Florida
Amanda Gross – University of Wisconsin, River Falls
Hal Andrew Harper – Ohio University
Elizabeth Helmke – George Mason University
Erika Hinshaw – Indiana University
Roy Jenkins – Louisiana Tech
Marianne Karplus – Dartmouth College
Stephanie Konfal – Denison University
Amber Lahners – Indiana University Northwest
Nick Leach – Indiana University
Alice Letcher – Whitman College

Aaron Lower – Purdue University
Kristin Marano – Indiana University
Lailah Marlow – Indiana University-Purdue University
Cheryl Mawaka – Smith College
Morgan McGee-Solomon – University of Delaware
Ethan Morin – Castleton State College
Jennifer New – Whitman College
Jonathan Nichols – Tufts University
Vanessa O’Connor – Smith College
Michael Oslos – Indiana University
William “Robbie” Robinson – Texas Tech University
Eric Robinson – Morehead State University
Andrew Schilling – University of Minnesota, Morris
Lauren Seidman – Smith College
Laurel Senft – Cornell University
Tracey Tapley – Georgia Southern University
Dylan Taylor – Indiana University
Lisa Valvo – Duke University
Chad Yrsha – Castleton State University
Matthew Zechmeister – Grand Valley State University

G329
Jennifer Cleland – Indiana University
Michelle Creech – Indiana University
Ted Derheimer – Indiana University
Maria Gaetani – Indiana University
Morgan Hegewald – Indiana University
Karin Kvale – Indiana University
Benjamin Simes – Indiana University
Orvil White – Indiana University
List of Faculty and Student Names

2004
This faculty/student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2004, and includes G429 and G329.

Faculty
James Brophy (G329) – Indiana University
Bruce Douglas (G429) - Indiana University
Clara Cotton (G329) – Indiana University
Erika Elswick (G329) – Indiana University
Thomas Howald (G429) - Franklin College
Paul Jewell (G429) - University of Utah
Susan McDonald (G429) - Kansas Wesleyan University
Andrew Oliphant (G329) – San Francisco State
Edward Ripley (G429) - Indiana University

Associate Instructors
Margo Burton (G429) - Western Washington University
Peter Kelly (G429) - New Mexico Tech
Anna Makowski (G329) – Indiana University
Dylan Taylor (G429) - Indiana University

G429/G429e
Jack Bovee - University of Minnesota, Morris
Kyle Brown - Indiana University
Abby Campbell - IUPUI – Indianapolis
Megan Chaisson - Tufts University
Jeremy Childers - Marshall University, Huntington
Jen Cook - Indiana University
Sierra Coon - University of California, Berkeley
Luke Dewig - Indiana University
Amanda Fernandez - Case Western Reserve University
Jeremy Fine - Indiana University
Tim Fischer - University of Arizona
Erik Flesch - University of Arizona
Jeremy Gekov - Sonoma State University
Elizabeth Hasenmueller - Indiana University
Michelle Heimgartner - Whitman College
Logan Hopkins - Indiana University
Hilary Hubbard - Purdue University
Tenaya Hurst - Indiana University

Adam Johnson - Whitman College
Christina Jones - University of Rhode Island
Chuck Kalinsky - Ohio University
William (Bill) Kenney - Bridgewater State College
Brett Kiser - Virginia Poly Tech & State Univ.
Nancy McKeown - Stanford University
Brianna Muhlenkamp - University of Arizona
Morgan Olson - University of Minnesota, Morris
Dave Pew - University of California, Berkeley
Derrick Placek - Minot State University
Zach Rayburn - Indiana University & Texas State
Kurt Refsnyder - University of Minnesota, Morris
Aaron Satkoski - Indiana University
Rob Selover - Colby College
Hope Sheets – IUPUI. Fort Wayne
Mike Skiles - Indiana University
Kyle Thompson - University of Minnesota, Morris
Tammy Velzy - Morehead State University
Aaron Volker - University of Minnesota, Morris
Brent Wilhelm - Eastern Kentucky University
Curtis Williams - Indiana University
Evan Zeller - Indiana University

G329
April Arroyo-Monroe - Indiana University
Maggie Barnes - Indiana University
Alissa Brown - Indiana University
Derrick Byers - Indiana University
Meagan Curtis - Indiana University
Leah French - Indiana University
Sarah Germann - Indiana University
Corey Hansen - Indiana University
Adam Hubbell - Indiana University
Joe Ladwig - Indiana University
Matt Mueller - Indiana University
Morgan Peters-Darley - Indiana University
Allison Wade - Indiana University
List of Faculty and Student Names

2005
This faculty/student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2005, and includes G429 only.

Faculty
Bruce Douglas - Indiana University
Thomas Howald - Franklin College
Paul Jewell - University of Utah
Susan McDonald - Kansas Wesleyan University
Edward Ripley - Indiana University

Associate Instructors
Elizabeth Hasenmueller – Indiana University
Logan Hopkins – Indiana University
Peter Kelly – New Mexico Tech

G429/G429e
Heidi Anderson - University of Minnesota, Morris
Megan Beach - Oberlin College
Greg Bratton - Indiana University
Nick Buer - University of Minnesota, Morris
Philip Bunting - Bucknell University
Samantha Caruthers-Knight - Whitman College
James Clements - Morehead State University
Mary Jo Colletti - California State University, Sacramento
Rachel Dunham - Amherst College
Tina Dwyer - California Institute of Technology
Megan Ennis - Morehead State Univ.
Valerie Feller - Indiana University
Dianna Ferrand - Stanford University
Jourdan Fuhrmann - Southwest Missouri State University
William Gilliam - Morehead State Univ.
Erin Gleeson - University of Arizona
Arell Gray - George Mason University
Andrew Gustin - Indiana University
Jake Holthaus - University of Minnesota, Morris
Elizabeth Johnson - Indiana University
Nicholas Johnson - Louisiana Tech University
Colin Lindsay - Amherst College
Kaitlin McCann - Tufts University
Lauren McCollough - Earlham College
Christina Miller - Indiana University/IUPUI
Stacey Moore - Indiana University
Annica Nord - Whitman College
Dustin Olson - University of Minnesota, Morris
Wendy Orr - California State University, Sacramento
Hilary Palevsky - Amherst College
Bill Pennington - Central Missouri State University
Tiffany Rivera - George Mason Unv.
Alicia Rosales - Indiana University
Mary Scanlan - Indiana University
Caleb Schiff - Indiana University
Lyndsie Schmalz - Stanford University
Erica Simmons - Stanford University
Jason Snyder - Case Western Reserve University
Ben Stanley - Oberlin College
Katie Todd - Tufts University
Joanna Troy - Tufts University
Ching Tu - University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Meg Tuttle - Whitman College
Emily Varney - University of Minnesota, Morris
Brad von Dessonneck - California State University,
Travis von Dessonneck - California State University,
Ryan Whittaker - University of Minnesota, Morris
Coralie Wilhite - California State University, Sacramento
List of Faculty and Student Names

2006

This faculty/student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2006, and includes G429 and G329.

Faculty
Bruce Douglas (G429) - Indiana University
Clara Cotton (G329) – Indiana University
Erika Elswick (G329) – Indiana University
Thomas Howald (G429) - Franklin College
Paul Jewell (G429) - University of Utah
Susan McDonald (G429) - Kansas Wesleyan University
Andrew Oliphant (G329) – San Francisco State University
Edward Ripley (G429) - Indiana University

Associate Instructors
Andrew Gustin (G329) – Indiana University
Erin Gleeson (G429) – University of Arizona
Lyndsie Schmalz (G429) – Stanford University
Curtis Williams (G429) – Indiana University

G429/G429e
Adam Baker - Indiana University
Michael Bernstein - Amherst College
Cassady Bethel-Thompson - Indiana University
Jeff Bowman - Indiana University
Josh Bradley - Morehead State University
Adam Cosentino - Augustana College
Matt Costakis - Purdue University
Meg Dickoff - Amherst College
Katie Dubec - Indiana University
Serin Duplantis - Boston University
Ross Dybvig - Purdue University
Lauren English - University of California, Riverside
Steve Faurie - Denison University
Kara Fitzgerald - Earlham College
Robert Fuller - University of Indianapolis
James Golab - Mercyhurst College
Kelli Grabowski - SUNY, Brockport
Ryan Grimm - SUNY, Brockport
Dan Hausler - Purdue University
Rachel Henderson - Indiana University
Fritz Hieb - Indiana University
Katrina Hoffman - Indiana University

G329
Wes Bickford – Indiana University
Maeghan Brass – Indiana University
Chris Caudell – Indiana University
Sharon Fahler – Indiana University
Susan Fischer – Indiana University
Phillip Hite – Indiana University
Daniel Lehman – Indiana University
Rachel Maranto – Indiana University
Jonathan Mead – Oberlin College
Frederick Menigat – Indiana University
Tarren Muegge – Indiana University
Ian Oehler – Indiana University
Jeff Olyphant – Indiana University
Faye Parmer – Indiana University
Evan Riley – Indiana University
Jesse Robinson – Indiana University
List of Faculty and Student Names

2007
This faculty/student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2007, and includes G429 only.

Faculty
Bruce Douglas - Indiana University
Erika Elswick – Indiana University
Paul Jewell - University of Utah
Susan McDonald - Kansas Wesleyan University
Edward Ripley - Indiana University

Associate Instructors
Jeff Bowman – Indiana University
Dustin Graves - IUPUI
Andrew Gustin – Indiana University

G429/G429e
Karen Aydinian - Carleton College
Anna Best - Earlham College
Ryan Boothe - University of Alaska Fairbanks
Matthew Brindle - Indiana State University
Elizabeth Brown - Amherst College
Alice Colman - Oberlin College
William Cranch - Amherst College
Jenny DeBoer - Tufts University
Greg Dellner - Denison University
Greg Dering - Whitman College
Abbie Enneking - Indiana University
Nicholas Fischietto - Allegheny College
Ian Floyd - University of Southern Mississippi
Courtney Foley - SUNY Plattsburgh
Sarah Foster - Beloit College
Jonathan Frederich - Indiana University
Elizabeth Herndon - Washington University in St. Louis
Rachel Herrmann - Smith College
Anya Hess - Bucknell University
Matthew Hoffman - Denison University
John Hook - Whitman College
Andrew Horst - College of Wooster
Brendan Horton - Amherst College
Autumn Kaylor - Indiana University
Steven LaFollette - Indiana University
Gwen Linde - University of Nevada, Reno
Jessica Matthews - Indiana University
Erica Medley - Indiana University
Jessica Moody - Amherst College
Emily Poorvin - Tufts University
Brooks Proctor - Indiana University
Thomas Quinn, Jr - Slippery Rock University
Russell Rosenberg - Oregon State University
Jacob Ruffing - California State University Sacramento
Elizabeth Sehan - California State University Sacramento
William Simmons - Indiana University
Lisa Smith - Amherst College
Emily Smith - Amherst College
Rebecca Sorell - Wesleyan University
Kristen Sorrell - University of Southern Mississippi
Justin Stigall - Indiana University
Lidya Tarhan - Amherst College
Annika Taylor - Earlham College
Sienna Tinsley - Amherst College
John Trimble - Sewanee: The University of the South
Alexander Urquhart - Amherst College
Abhishaan ‘Josh’ Vipat - Purdue University
Michael Werner - University of Cincinnati
Ross Whitmore - University of Northern Colorado
List of Faculty and Student Names

2008
This faculty/student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2008, and includes G429 and G329.

Faculty
James Brophy (G429) – Indiana University
Clara Cotton (G329) – Indiana University
Bruce Douglas (G429) – Indiana University
Erika Elswick (G329) – Indiana University
Candice Fairies Beatty (G429) – Winona State University
Susan McDonald (G429) – Kansas Wesleyan University
Andrew Oliphant (G329) – San Francisco State University
Eric Riggs (G429) – Purdue University
Edward Ripley (G429) – Indiana University

Associate Instructors
Karen Aydinian (G429) – Carleton College
Alice Colman (G429) – Oberlin College
Jeffrey Olyphant (G329) – Indiana University
John Trimble (G429) – University of Wyoming
Alex Urquhart (G429) – Amherst College
Ross Whitmore (G429) – University of Northern Colorado

G429/G429e
Katherine Almquist - Duke University
Julie Baumeister - University of Minnesota, Morris
Catherine Beck - Tufts University
Jason Bellino - Virginia Tech
Bridget Belliveau - Tufts University
Claire Bendersky - Mount Holyoke College
Emily Brehm - Grand Valley State University
Robin Canavan - Macalester College
Brad Cantor - Colby College
Charles “Kit” Clark - Colby College
Chris Clinkscales - Sewanee: The University of the South
Rachel Daly - Colby College
Nina Delano - Colby College
Tim Diedesch - Sacramento State
Dylan Drudul - Slippery Rock University
Jim Fazio - University of Pittsburgh
Patrick Ferringer - College of Wooster
Ryan Fitzpatrick - University of Arizona
Denise Gatlin - Temple University
Geoff Gillelaudeau - University of Tennessee
Peter Gold - University of California, Davis
Alex Gonzalez - Amherst College
Justin Graf - Winona State University
Stan Gratosky - University of Pittsburgh
Joy Gryzenia - Grand Valley State University
Laura Gustavson - Guilford College
Anne Hayden - Mesa State College
Jason Heffren - Temple University
Matt Hollenbeck - Oberlin College
Trevor Howald - Indiana University
Candice Hughes - Pacific Lutheran University
Austin Johnson - University of Maine
Joseph “Beau” Johnson - Sewanee: The University of the South
Laura Jones - Indiana University
Christine Kassab - Bucknell University
Daniel Kekacs - Amherst College
Steve LaFollette - Indiana University
Peter “Rocky” Lancaster - University of Arkansas, Little Rock
Alex Lavers - Tufts University
Allan Lerner - Amherst College
Kate Logan - Whitman College
Allison Long - Indiana University
Andrew Louder - Virginia Tech
Kyle Maestas - Whitman College
Geoff Malick - Colby College
Nathan Marshall - University of Cincinnati
Kevin Miller - Indiana University
Leah Moclock - Amherst College
Samanta Myles - Temple University
Sophie Newbury - Colby College
Russell Orr – University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Dan Phillips - University of Maine at Orono
Elle Powell - Smith College
James Rea - Wesleyan University
Roxanne Renedo - Smith College
Merilie Reynolds - Smith College
Ben Roth - Virginia Tech
Mikhail Samsonov - George Mason University
Rebecca Saunders - Augustana College
Eric Schoettle - Whitman College
Jeremy Sheidy - Virginia Tech
Kim Shoemaker - Indiana University
Daniel Sibilia - University of Pittsburgh
Meagan Smith - University of Tennessee
Ryan Sonntag - Texas Tech University
Molly Starkey - Missouri State University
John Edwin Thornton - Eastern Michigan University
Zachary Trunkely - Denison University
Rebecca Tsang - California State University, Sacramento
Ashley Van Hoose - Portland State University
Emily Voytek - Tufts University
Misty Wertz - Slippery Rock University
Robin Wham - Sacramento State University
Catherine Wolner - Oberlin College
Christina Wood - Binghamton University

G329
Leslie Brooks - Indiana University
Zachary Brown - Indiana University
Becky Coggins - George Washington University
T.J. Dolan - Indiana University

Alex Effinger - Indiana University
Rich Fons - Winona State University
Alex Gore - Indiana University
Dalton Hardisty - Indiana University
Sarah Hoffman - Indiana University
Lauren Howell - Carleton College
Lizzie King - Indiana University
Nathan Knowles - Indiana University
Paul Levy - Indiana University
Jade Marks - Indiana University
Windy McBride - Indiana State University
Curtis Pomilia - Indiana University
Jordan Schnell - Indiana University
Matthew Shelley - Indiana University
Brett Von Ewegen - Indiana University
Evan Wade - Indiana University
Tyler Zschiechrich - Indiana University
List of Faculty and Student Names

2009
This faculty/student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2009, and includes G429 and G329.

**Faculty**
Clara Cotton (G329) – Indiana University
Bruce Douglas (G429) - Indiana University
Danilo Dragoni (G329) – Indiana University
Erika Elswick (G329) – Indiana University
Candice Fairies Beatty (G429) – Winona State University
Susan McDonald (G429) - Kansas Wesleyan University
Eric Riggs (G429) – Purdue University
Edward Ripley (G429) - Indiana University

**Associate Instructors**
Karen Aydinian (G429) – Carleton College
Russell Balliet (G429) – Purdue University
Laura Jones (G429) – Indiana University
Jade Marks (G329) – Indiana University
Molly Starkey (G429) – Missouri State University
Will Simmons (G429) – Indiana University

**G429/G429e**
Aron Asher - University of Cincinnati
Brian Bartley - University of Rhode Island
Nicholas Baumann - University of Maryland
Samuel Blazey - Augustana College
Steven Braun - Vanderbilt University
Sean Condie - Slippery Rock University
August Costa - Indiana University
Ian Delaney - Whitman College
Dennis Donaldson Jr. - Louisiana State University
Kellie Donoghue - Indiana University
Mackenzie English - University of Cincinnati
Nicholas Farny - Purdue University
Nathan Fish - Indiana University
David Greenawald - Virginia Tech
Andy Greene - Indiana University
Johnathan Hansen - Eastern Connecticut State University
Dalton Hardisty - Indiana University
Katlyn Heberlig - Millersville University
Ian Hoyer - Whitman College
Alex Huang - Purdue University
Stephanie Jiles - Augustana College
Robert Johnson - Indiana University

Joseph Justice - Indiana University
Kristopher Kotouch - Slippery Rock University
Kelsey Lanan - University of Delaware
Derek Lester - University of Cincinnati
Matthew Lev - Rutgers University
Jill Luchner - Humboldt State University
Brandon Mahan - Indiana State University
Russell Martin - Purdue University
Emma Mendelsohn - Wesleyan University
Erica Moore - Indiana State University
Mikayela Munson - Gustavus Adolphus College
Jonathan Prouty - University of Tennessee
Bart Rasor - Ohio University
Merilee Reynolds - Smith College
Peter Riggs - Indiana University
Polly Root - Olivet Nazarene University
Ilona Ruhl - Rutgers University
Wayne Rust - IUPUI - Fort Wayne
Thomas Schramm - S.U.N.Y. New Paltz
Julia Spencer - Whitman College
Daniel Stolper - UN of Southern Denmark
Sarah Timm - Hartwick College
Alianora Walker - Smith College
Nicholas Wieclaw - Georgia Southern University
Jacob Wilcox - California State University
Ryan Wilson - University of Cincinnati
Bissett Young - Indiana University

**G329**
Paola Arenas - Indiana University
Casey Baldwin - Indiana University
Jeremy Degler - Indiana University
Elisabeth Gawthrop - Indiana University
Michelle Gray - Indiana University
Casey Green - Indiana University
Brittany Huhmann - Washington University
Jonathan Kruse - Indiana University
Matthew Patterson - Indiana University
Daniel Roman - Indiana University
Preston Smith - Indiana University
Janelle Steffen - Indiana University
Stephen Strong - Indiana University
James VanTassel - Indiana University
# List of Faculty and Student Names

## 2010

This faculty/student list is based on the Staff and Student Lists for 2010, and includes G429 and G329.

### Faculty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clara Cotton (G329)</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Douglas (G429)</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Elswick (G329)</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candice Kairies Beatty (G429)</td>
<td>Winona State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan McDonald (G429)</td>
<td>Kansas Wesleyan University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Oliphant (G329)</td>
<td>San Francisco State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Riggs (G429)</td>
<td>Purdue University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Ripley (G429)</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Associate Instructors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Beck (G429)</td>
<td>Rutgers University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Degler (G329)</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Gustin (G429)</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Horton (G429)</td>
<td>Amherst College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Logan (G429)</td>
<td>Whitman College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will Simmons (G429)</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annika Taylor (G429)</td>
<td>Earlham College</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### G429/G429e

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard Alt II</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Axler</td>
<td>Smith College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarad Bacon</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Barcheck</td>
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